More features than Commodore 64!
And more powerful than an Apple IIe, for a fraction of the cost.
Dick Smith Electronics presents The CAT.

That means that you can use thousands of programs
designed to run on Apple IIe - without paying
the Apple IIe price! Programs for fun, for
learning and for business.
With its very large internal ROM memory
- twice the size of the Apple - and a
larger, easier-to-use keyboard (81
keys compared to the Apple IIe's
63 keys!), high resolution
graphics, 8 colours, 6502A
second generation pro-
cessor, it has the features
you need - without
paying one cent extra
for 'standard'
features others charge you a fortune for!
The bottom line is always the price! And the CAT wins
paws down. A fully expanded Apple IIe cost over $2,200
while The CAT, similarly optioned sells for less than
$1,500. Affording the best computer has become a whole
lot easier... with The CAT, from Dick Smith Electronics.
Below is a small sampling of the great range of software
available for the CAT, obtainable from your nearest Dick
Smith Electronics' Store.

Visicalc II... The first and the best spreadsheet.
Sandy Word Processor... This program is setting a new
standard for Word Processing on Micro's.
PFS File... One of the most popular and powerful
filer/database programs available.
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